scenes that are good
color of pomegranates 
holy mountain

programmed to kill
the medical sequence

the shotgun demo. the robot vision is exciting

possibly man running down hallway in cybertron break in sequence
a view of the house that main character lives in
hassein choke to death sequence

re-attatch severed hand

diinner party with the assassination robot 
girl in the bathroom

speaking into telephone at bar

hand activating the answering machine

body cut in half by machine in end. 

cybertron!

altered states
the goat hallucination sequence

the raving schizo girl with electrodes that talks about jesus

body bulging sequence in bedroom in the dark  ape feet to human feet

doorway to volcano hell 

animal man snarling at dogs

ibixes leaping across light ? (note, find video of herds of animals. go to library tomorrow? with grandma? 
animal man confronting reproductions of creatures that he had just seen in reality

flashing light of guy staring into tv monitor in the iso room. 

mutated flashing version of him as he destroys the room with energy and that view of a virtual seeming hallway that appears right before the explosion

the incredible sequence in the hallway where everything goes insane. 
perhaps too recognizable to anyone that ever saw this movie

Terminal man

hospital curtains opening to show city
assembled physicians
interior of hospital as nurses read about danger of patient

the eye alone in the black field 

operating gallery after the wednesday' title card

doctor walking as benson is wheeled down hallway pre-surgery where you can see the ceiling 

womans face looking through black door into operating room. 

over head shot of doctor rubbing iodyne onto his head

slow zoom as wires are attached to his head

head inserted into head clamp 
massive syringe injected into his head

excellent shot of him lowered on bed after head x ray

strange probe tip coming through thing

magnified view of some electronics 
 doctor says. okay lets hook him up and get him closed and right before he says it is a nice shot in the helmet. 

after the man is in the stim room the sinister doctor is walking down a nice hallway
him smiling horribly in the electrode stim sequence sequence

after the stim sequence harry is getting wheeled out and he leaves the screen and the pretty doctor is standing alone in the hall and the fluorescent light looks good.

main main room of hospital while mans cleans the floor
followed by empty hallway

transition into room after benson has escaped 

awesome shot of extremely long car tunnel

nice shot of all the people standing around the desk as they realize the name of angela black and attempt to figure out where he might be. 

automated ping pong player. awesome interior with robots in the darkness. take a still of the large large room. this is the place where benson used to work on robotics

slow motion of woman being stabbed on bed. awesome 
blood running across tiles on the floor 

shattering robots in his factory

tiled wall with mirrors
hand taking phone off hook

hand pushing buttons on the keyboard 

very good interior as lady is dressed before they move into the kitchen

her living room. stimulations overloading you...

hand punching through wall and reaching towards doorknob












i love maria
robot head in cabinet (actually clone head)
funny when guy is hassling guy not to bury robot that looks like maria because its valuable. "its absurd to worship a robot"

sound track from first maria pioneer one fight sequence in the building

the hand of maria falling to touch the robot hand of her brother. followed by the locket,

amazing dance final two seconds. of movie.
